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Collaborative,	Participatory,	and	
Interdisciplinary	Projects
Nothing	Moments	(2007)
Nothing	Moments	exhibition	and	books	by	100	artists,	writers,	and	designers,	2007-8
Psychic	Outlaws	(2010)

Heather	Cantrell	for	“Psychic	Outlaws”


Hybrids	and	Mayday	(2007	/	2014)







The	People’s	Tarot	(2011-2013)









Pollinating	Kindness	(2014	- present)


Pollinating	Kindness	(2014- present)






A	fusion	of	Art,	Education,	and	Activism:	
CBA	and	the	Prison	Arts	Collective,	2012	- present
CSUSB Community-based Art
Community-based Art is an initiative in which students, alumni, 
and volunteers facilitate art throughout our underserved 
community at sites that don’t otherwise have access to art. Our 
community partners include a public housing project, shelters for 
teens, low-income senior housing, County Probation, the 
CSUSB Reentry Center, and three CA state prisons.
Philosophy
u Community-based Art is an approach to making, teaching, and 
learning art that directly engages community in the process 
through collaboration, interaction, discussion, feedback, and 
sharing. 
u Throughout the courses integrated into Community-based Art at 
CSUSB, students examine the ways that social, cultural and 
economic forces impact access to and understandings of art. 
What is art? Who decides? Who has access to art? 
Prison Arts Collective
We	began	with	seven	students	teaching	four	classes	at	one	prison.	
Approximately	40	men	completed	the	session	and	received	
certificates.	We	have	grown	consistently	since	that	time.
Currently,	20-25	Teaching	Artists	facilitate	a	total	of	12-15	classes	at	
three	prisons	across	Southern	California	each	quarter.	A	fourth	
prison	has	requested	our	program	and	we	plan	to	start	programming	
there	in	the	fall	of	2016.
Our	program	grows	in	response	to	the	needs	and	interests	of	our	
community,	including	the	participants	in	our	classes	– like	you	- our	
teaching	artists	(students,	alumni,	and	volunteers),	and	more.	
This	past	spring,	we	mounted	an	exhibition	of	work	from	
participants	in	our	program	and	are	publishing	a	book.	We	
